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 Initial.Continuing their entertaining help to fashion, the authors of
What Not to Wear offer straightforward advice on fashion and explain how
exactly to develop a personal style suited for one's body type and
character, with helpful tips on choosing shades and accessories, the
artwork of clothing storage, particular advice for pregnant women, make-
up, stylish underwear, and more.
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 Only very girls can get away with reduced or no undergarments. I enjoy
Susannah and Trinny. I have 4 of their books (What Never to Wear, What
Never to Wear For Any Occasion, EVERYTHING YOU Wear Can Change YOUR
DAILY LIFE, and Trinny and Susannah Undertake America), plus viewed
their Television show.We were in a meeting last week, and the woman who
was speaking was breaking nearly every rule in the publication(s). It
had been so obvious, and had she known the "rules", it would have cost
her no more money to pick out properly fitted clothes. Outdated. Give
her some pointy boots, long/boot-cut trousers, a jacket with appropriate
lapel and buttons, ANYTHING apart from a turtleneck, and allow her hair
down, she would have looked fabulous! I find this reserve excellent, by
the way. It actually is that easy.If you are starting from the
beginning, I suggest you focus on the first What Not To Wear book that
focuses on what things to wear for the body form. I would recommend What
You Wear Can Change YOUR DAILY LIFE as a companion. Understand that
Trinny and Susannah do not follow the trends like so numerous others.
They believe that you should dress for your form, and adapt trends from
what flatters YOU. It is not a short-term fix. These are classic
guidelines that will assist you look fantastic for a long time! There's
literally something you'll make use of on every page. We observe how
Susannah has designed her body with the correctly installed
undergarments, and it makes me feel much better that I'm not really the
only one who requirements tummy-tamers and butt-lifters!The colour
section confuses me a bit. They will have great tips with notes of humor
throughout to make the book exciting. non-e of their descriptions in
shape me exactly, so I'm not really 100% sure. On the effectiveness of
their ideas, I've bought fresh bras, purged my closet (latest trip to
resale store was 11 garbage luggage of perfectly good clothing -- many
with the tags still on -- all due to a massive weight reduction, but
what I held and what I look for can be all out of the book). It really
is about practice, and using color. This book would make an excellent
gift to the newly pregnant. It really is common sense, but it is a good
visual reminder of how we have to be more critical in what we let take
up our valuable closet space, also to be more reasonable about what we
will in actuality ever wear once again.The Accessories secition is
really great. I wish they had these in the initial WN2W reserve! They
cover purses, shoes, jewelry, scarves, and belts.I also benefit from the
Storage, Vacationing, and Being pregnant chapters. I'm looking for a new
armoire/wardrobe, and I'm going to incorporate a few of their
suggestions when I re-organize.I am hoping you love reading these books
and incorporating their suggestions into your daily life as very much as
I have. When I finally began dressing to my shape, I instantly began
obtaining compliments. I never wore very much jewelry before, and today
people are constantly asking me where I purchased them. It could sound
frivilous, but there's so much negativity in our lives, that it's nice
to feel great about something. what you wear i enjoyed this book as it



gave plenty of info and options on what to put on, and using everything
you curently have in your wardrobe. Indispensable How unfortunate am I
to see Amazon might not continue having this publication. I thinks this
book also really displays their character. I was getting quite bored
with wearing black fits with different color shirts each day. In fact,
there is one for each and every color-and the variations within it. I
believed there was just one chart. I believe their first reserve is the
best, after that the majority of the books possess only a little portion
that's applicable to any one body type. Turn to page 86 and observe that
purple, orange and forest green all can be successfully combined with
them. Pistachio green? Discover web page 72. Received the publication
promptly for Xmas! Plus the authors themselves consider turns posing
atlanta divorce attorneys color family and give some great
suggestions.It begins with undergarments, and I love that they don't
wear dainty little nothings under their clothes. No, I never had my
shades "done" but rely on their suggestions for mixing and coordinating
and choosing appropriate contrasting colors to come up with fabulous
combinations I would never in any other case have tried. Discover what
type of shoes, belts and jewelry work best for you, how to store
clothing and accessories (I'm certainly taking their information on
necklaces and scarves), tips on all steps in the makeup procedure (and
sorry women, but I'm not throwing out my bronzer) and how to conceal all
manners of amount flaws. Good advice and just plain fun! Throughout,
Trinny and Susannah display even more wit, elegance and warmth than you
might expect from a fasion how-to book. I cannot emphasize enough how
helpful they've been. I have the book from the American version of the
show as well even though it too is quite helpful, that one is my
favorite. So do keep that in mind.) The friend who recommended it to me
is African-American even though she swears by the colour charts, she
says a few of the advice simply fails for her. Because the authors are
the only models provided, this can be limiting in case you are trying to
assume a look on darker pores and skin and/or locks.The only real
complaint is some of the information may be a bit too geared towards
women with good skin and hair (as both the writers have. The authors of
this book offer some great color photos with shiny colors that mix well.
I keep it on my nightstand and I make reference to it on a weekly (plus
some weeks daily) basis. It is freaking wonderful and much the best of
some of their books. I use the color section constantly.But there's even
more. But only period will tell. I find this minimal critical and most
encouraging of their books (Which I own). They have changed my entire
life with this publication and encouraged me to be the best possible me
I could be. GET IT! For the flaws segment, the authors themselves once
again bravely model so it is impossible to take criminal offense. In
case you are like me--you had lots of black in your closet.I got this
after a friend raved on the subject of the colour chart in it. (Having
said that, my pal still loves the book) Why this is the BEST Trinny and



Susannah Book I have owned this publication for 5 years. I've tried a
few of the combos and it certainly does make one feel more cheerful
throughout the day. They recomend saving dark for elegant
occasions--which really does make black more special. There exists a lot
of information on selecting undergarments. Proper foundation garments
really improve the mature physique and it's something I need to review
more regularly.Another great in the WN2W lineup!There exists a big
section on dressing well for pregnancy. Trinny and Susannah actually
know their stuff with regards to fashion. I will hold on to this book in
the event my daughter gets wedded and pregnant during the next couple
years.The Culling section was OK. :) Old book. Instead she wore awuful,
clunky shoes or boots, tapered, too-short pants, a turtleneck, horrible
blazer, and had her locks up in a clip. Nearly a classic. This is an
extremely basic book and most likely good for the color blind. Handy
ideas that really make a difference. Love it For the style Minded This
is an enjoyable pleasant read with many great pictures. I want there
have been a book such as this when I was pregnant. This is the part that
I'm still obtaining the hang of, and something of why I only gave it
four celebrities out of five. Therefore very sad. Usually do not
purchase this It was not worth the money I spent to purchase it. Five
Stars love the girls I find this reserve excellent, by the way Thank
you! And so on for pretty much everything in your wardrobe OR for items
which you've considered buying but weren't sure what to set them with.
Thank you for the prompt delivery. Forget about work to look a 100 times
better. Love Even though is has been published a long time back, it is
still working today. This book is a complete waste of time This book is
a complete waste of time, first of the colored bold face type throughout
the book makes it annoying to read, the color charts are not an accurate
representation of the real shades. Don't understand what to pair with
those bubblegum pink slacks you bought? Outdated! It offers you a lift,
and does indeed switch your life in lots of small, and large ways. price
was correct and delivered right to my door!
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